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Research Article 

 

How COVID drove the evolution of fact-checking 
 
With the outbreak of the coronavirus pandemic came a flood of novel misinformation. Ranging from 
harmless false cures to dangerous rhetoric targeting minorities, coronavirus-related misinformation 
spread quickly wherever the virus itself did. Fact-checking organizations around the world took up the 
charge against misinformation, essentially crowdsourcing the task of debunking false narratives. In many 
places, engagement with coronavirus-related content drove a large percentage of overall user 
engagement with fact-checking content, and the capacity organizations developed to address coronavirus-
related misinformation was later deployed to debunk misinformation on other topics.  
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Research questions 
• Did fact-checking organizations scale up efforts to debunk misinformation in 2020? 

• Did Twitter users engage more with fact-checking in 2020 than in previous years? 

• Did engagement with coronavirus-related content drive overall engagement with fact-checking 
content? 

 

Essay summary  
• Using Twitter’s new research API, we collected the engagement metrics and Twitter activity of 

fifteen locally-focused fact-checking organizations around the world for 2019 and 2020. The 15 
organizations were selected for variation by geography and popularity in our data tracking COVID 
misinformation narratives since March 2020 (Shapiro et al., 2020). Thirteen of them are 
independent fact-checking organizations while two, Liputan6 and Agencia Lupa, are fact-checking 
bodies within larger news networks.2  

 

 
 
1 A publication of the Shorenstein Center for Media, Politics and Public Policy, at Harvard University, John F. Kennedy School 

of Government. 
2 Although Liputan6 is a larger news program, we only study the Twitter activity relevant to its fact-checking body by specifying 

the URL to <https://www.liputan6.com/cek-fakta> in the Twitter API query parameter. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
http://misinforeview@hks.harvard.edu/
https://doi.org/10.37016/mr-2020-69
http://misinforeview.hks.harvard.edu/
https://www.liputan6.com/cek-fakta
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• We examined the scale and composition of fact-checking activity as well as user engagement 
across 2019 and 2020. We found a significant increase in the debunking efforts of fact-checking 
organizations in 2020 driven largely by fact-checking of COVID misinformation. Much of this 
activity was not new; it did not appear to substitute for fact-checking on other topics.  

• User engagement did not follow as clear a pattern as the increase in fact checkers’ activity. 
Coronavirus may have driven user engagement in the early months of the pandemic, but region-
specific salient events and one-off viral tweets influenced user engagement in the later months 
of 2020. There is substantial heterogeneity across fact-checking organizations and regions in how 
engagement with coronavirus-related content correlates with overall engagement on fact-checks. 

• Our findings contribute to the literature on the potential for fact-checking and pre-bunking to 
improve individuals’ perceptual accuracy of political and medical (mis)information (Clayton et al., 
2019; Roozenbeek et al., 2020; Walter et al., 2019; Walter et al., 2020). We show that the 
grassroots fact-checking community has the ability to respond to sudden changes in the 
misinformation environment. However, our findings also indicate that fact-checking alone may 
not be the solution to rampant misinformation.  

  

Implications  
  
Since March 2020, the role of fact-checking organizations has become increasingly important due to the 
widespread prevalence of misinformation about coronavirus (Siwakoti et al., 2021). The impact of 
debunking activity on various aspects of people’s life has been discussed in an ever-expanding literature.  

Fact-checking activity has been shown to have relevant effects on political beliefs. Walter et al. (2020) 
found that fact-checking has an overall positive influence on political beliefs, but the ability to correct 
misinformation through such activity is significantly weakened by individuals’ preexisting beliefs, ideology, 
and knowledge. Along the same lines, York et al. (2019) used survey data to show that fact-checking boosts 
accuracy in a specific political issue perception, but it decreases the overall confidence in the ability to 
correctly recognize what is true and what is not. Research by Wintersieck (2017) revealed that fact checks 
that show a political candidate is telling the truth can improve the candidate’s popularity, thus underlining 
the willingness of respondents to vote for honest candidates. Furthermore, Nyhan and Reifler (2014) 
suggested that debunking activity can have a deterrent effect on candidates, since it raises the 
reputational costs associated with lies, thus improving information accuracy.  

Although this literature shows the beneficial effects of fact-checks, Robertson et al. (2020) argued 
that fact-checking organizations in the United States are absorbed into a wider ideological debate: users 
categorized as liberals are more aware of the positive effects of fact-checking activity, and thus regard it 
as useful for the political debate; in contrast, users with a more conservative political ideology see these 
websites as useless. In the same vein, Jakesch et al. (2018) showed that alignment with participants’ 
political ideologies plays a more significant role than the brand of the publisher (e.g., the New York Times 
versus Fox News) when evaluating partisan claims. This highlights how political ideology and polarization 
can play a huge role in people’s perceptions.  

Emerging evidence suggests that pre-emptive fact-checking, often termed “pre-bunking,” can have a 
great impact on individuals’ ability to recognize the truth when exposed to fake news (Pennycook et al., 
2020; Roozenbeek et al., 2020). Silverman et al. (2016) highlighted that funding and guidance to counter-
narrative campaigners can improve the efficacy of and engagement with counter-narratives to violent 
extremism, which in turn, can help in deradicalizing individuals. Clayton et al. (2019) showed that tags 
such as disputed or rated false make users perceive false headlines as less accurate. Walter et al. (2020) 
found that correction of health-related misinformation has positive effects, and these can be higher the 
more individuals are involved with topics covered by the fake content.  
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Yet, others highlight risks and drawbacks associated with fact-checking activity. Repetition of either 
fake or real news tends to increase the perceived accuracy of that news (Pennycook et al., 2018; Skurnik 
et al., 2005). Sally Chan et al. (2017) argued that a detailed debunking message surprisingly positively 
correlates with the persistence of the misinformation effect. Moreover, the impact of fact-checking is 
seriously threatened by three factors: the different communities of fact-check sharers versus 
misinformation sharers; the short period of time in which fact-checks are likely to spread; and, 
importantly, the amount of shared misinformation which is disproportionately higher than fact-checking 
content (Burel et al., 2020). Taken as a whole, this literature suggests that if misinformation can be fact-
checked at scale, then delivering those checks in an appropriate manner could ameliorate the 
misinformation challenge. 

In this paper, we show that the grassroots fact-checking community is delivering on the first part of 
that process. Globally and locally salient events can drive spikes in both fact-checking activity and user 
engagement with that activity. However, these events do not sustain user engagement over time, though 
fact-checking activity is often sustained after these events. We study how sudden shocks to the 
misinformation environment shape the supply of and interest in fact checks by assessing the scale and 
the composition of fact-checking activity by fact-checkers and users on Twitter before and after the 
outbreak of the pandemic.  

We find that fact checkers increased their debunking activity in the early months of the pandemic. 
Most covered COVID without dropping other topics, and many sustained their momentum throughout 
2020. In contrast, we found that while users increased engagement with fact-checking content in the early 
months of the pandemic as well, this engagement was often not sustained throughout 2020. Sporadic and 
locally salient events or occasional viral tweets sometimes drove spikes in user engagement, but these 
spikes could not be attributed to the pandemic.  

Our findings are particularly important when understood in the context of empirical work surrounding 
fact-checking and its impacts. These findings have important implications which can be extended beyond 
the coronavirus context. The pandemic serves as an interesting case study to address some of the pressing 
questions for fact-checking organizations. First, the responsibilities of fact-checking organizations increase 
during crises and misinformation-prone events. This implies that fact-checking organizations could do 
more with increased funding and capacity that could be available for mobilization during crises when 
people are most likely to engage with fact-checking, as suggested by higher engagement during the early 
months of the pandemic.  

Second, there is great variability in the activity and the engagement with fact-checking content. This 
suggests that advertising revenues for these organizations will be highly variable. In turn, this could imply 
that fact-checking organizations may need some form of subsidization to be able to scale if another crisis 
of this sort breaks out. Moreover, this variability suggests that future research could move to analyze what 
behaviors and strategies are able to sustain a high level of engagement over time. Third, given that user 
engagement may not be sustained after such events, governments and civil society organizations must 
find alternative methods to debunk misinformation, such as public awareness campaigns and sharing of 
fact-checking content by influencers along with citing scientific sources (Chen et al., 2020). Fourth, since 
there is empirical evidence for partisan and ideological differences in engagement with misinformation 
and fact-checking, future research must focus on how to bridge this divide so that accurate information 
reaches beyond partisan and ideological differences. Though our study does not delve into it, future 
research can focus on how much of the total conversation around misinformation-prone events (such as 
coronavirus) is dominated by fact-checking. 
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Findings  
 

Analysis of Twitter data from 15 fact-checking organizations of various sizes and geographic locations and 
user engagement with fact-checking content from those organizations revealed four key findings, 
discussed below. First, we examine the increase in activity by fact-checking organizations. Second, we 
examine the patterns in user engagement with fact-checking content. Third, we examine the 
heterogeneity in user engagement and associate it with locally salient events. Last, we discuss how much 
of the change in total engagement is driven by engagement with coronavirus-related content.  
 

Table 1. List of fact-checking organizations. 

Name URL Region/Country Organization Type 

No. of 
COVID-
related 
Tweets 

Africa Check africacheck.org  Africa Independent 440 

AltNews altnews.in  India Independent 272 

BOOM Live boomlive.in  India Independent 3183 

Chequeado chequeado.com Argentina Independent 1638 

Correctiv correctiv.org  Germany Independent 225 

Dogruluk Payi dogrulukpayi.com  Turkey Independent 149 

EUvsDisinfo euvsdisinfo.eu  European  
Union 

Independent 69 

Falsoo falsoo.com  Egypt Independent 3191 

Folha de S. Paulo: 
Agencia Lupa 

piaui.folha.uol.com.br/lupa  Brazil Fact-checking body in 
larger news network 

2280 

Liputan6 liputan6.com/cek-fakta Indonesia Fact-checking body in 
larger news network 

645 

Maldita maldita.es  Spain Independent 204 

Pesa Check pesacheck.org  East Africa Independent 220 

Sebernarnya sebenarnya.my  Malaysia Independent 223 

Teyit teyit.org  Turkey Independent 276 

Turn Back Hoax turnbackhoax.id  Indonesia Independent 492 
Note: The number of COVID-related tweets here refers to tweets containing a COVID term, a URL link directing to the fact-

checking website’s domain and tweeted from the Twitter handles of these fact-checking sites. 

 

Finding 1: Fact-checking organizations increased their debunking efforts in 2020, as evidenced by 
increased activity on Twitter but there is variation across organizations. 
 

Overall, fact-checking organizations increased their debunking efforts in 2020, as evidenced by increased 
activity on Twitter, though there is substantial heterogeneity across fact-checking organizations (see 
Figure 1).3 Several fact-checking organizations (e.g., EUvsDisinfo, Dogruluk Payi, Sebernarnya, and Teyit) 

 
 
3 While looking at debunking efforts, we ignored the issue of multiple iterations of the same fact check impacting the results. This is 

because our focus was not how many unique stories each fact-checking organization is producing, it was on their overall activity level as 

seen on Twitter. Given that our focus was on activity (as defined by the number of fact-checking related posts) and engagement (as defined 

by user interaction with fact-checking), the repetition of fact checks in our dataset is part of the phenomenon being studied.  

https://africacheck.org/
https://www.altnews.in/
https://www.boomlive.in/
https://chequeado.com/
https://correctiv.org/en/
https://www.dogrulukpayi.com/
https://euvsdisinfo.eu/
https://www.falsoo.com/
https://piaui.folha.uol.com.br/lupa/
https://www.liputan6.com/cek-fakta
https://maldita.es/
https://pesacheck.org/
https://sebenarnya.my/
https://teyit.org/
https://turnbackhoax.id/
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scaled up their activities in the first months of the pandemic but did not sustain their momentum 
throughout the year. Others (i.e., Boom Live, Agencia Lupa, and Pesa Check) sustained increased activity 
throughout 2020 while some (i.e., Africa Check and Alt News) scaled down their fact-checking activities in 
2020. The heterogeneity across organizations, as shown in Figure 1, can be attributed to a few factors. 
Most prominently, organizations may have been posting fact checks on their websites and not posting 
them on Twitter. For instance, Falsoo’s Twitter handle stopped posting fact checks on Twitter in the 
second half of the year, though their website continued fact-checking activities through October 2020. 
The decline in fact-checking activity for organizations like Africa Check and AltNews could be a result of 
the aforementioned reason or reduced funding and, therefore, human resource constraints. Some 
organizations, such as Sebernarnya and Liputan6, did not engage with fact-checking in 2019. The majority 
of these websites, however, either maintained similar levels of activity in 2019 and 2020 or scaled up after 
the pandemic. 

Coronavirus-related debunking efforts increased for many fact-checking organizations during the 
early months of the pandemic (see Figure 2). At times, these increases were accompanied by increases in 
overall fact-checking efforts, such as for Correctiv, Agencia Lupa, and Sebernarnya. For a few organizations 
(i.e., Africa Check, AltNews, Chequeado, Boom Live, and EUvsDisinfo) coronavirus-related debunking 
efforts substituted for other fact-checking efforts, suggested by simultaneous decreases in non-COVID 
fact checks and increases in COVID fact checks (see Figure 2). The difference between fact-checking 
activities in 2019 and 2020 does not indicate immediately clear patterns; there is variation across months 
and websites that cannot be explained solely by the pandemic. This suggests that region-specific salient 
events may have caused the variance within each year and is supported by the patterns in user 
engagement, discussed next, as well.  
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Figure 1. Number of tweets by fact checkers per month. The number of Tweets by fact-checking organizations on Twitter in 
2019 and 2020 are shown as a time series. To be included in the dataset, each Tweet had to include a URL to a fact-checking 

organization’s website and had to come from the official Twitter handle of the fact-checking organization. 
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Figure 2. Distribution of COVID-related and unrelated tweets by fact checkers. The total posts by fact checkers for COVID 

content includes posts that included a URL to a fact-checking website and at least one of the keywords related to COVID. Posts 
with non-COVID content included posts that included a URL to a fact-checking website, but no keywords related to COVID. 

  
Finding 2: User engagement with the fact-checking efforts increased substantially after the pandemic, as 
evidenced by total engagement with the fact-checking content.  
 
Our dataset shows that the total user engagement—measured as the sum of likes, retweets, quote 
tweets, replies, and number of tweets by users with a link to a fact-checking website, increased 
substantially after the pandemic (see Figure 3). A closer look at trends for each fact-checking organization 
revealed interesting patterns. In most of the cases, the coronavirus pandemic seemed to have engendered 
a short-term interest in user engagement with fact-checking efforts. We observed a large increase in total 
engagement for the first few months of the pandemic (February, March, or April), while the engagement 
in the second half of the year was similar to or less than in 2019. Users in regions where BOOM Live, 
Correctiv, and Pesa Check operate increased their engagement with fact-checking content throughout 
2020. For other regions, such as where Agencia Lupa operates, we only saw a small increase in the first 
months of the pandemic. According to studies conducted in Turkey, misinformation (Erdoğan & Semerci, 
2021) as well as self-reported exposure to misinformation (Tandans Data Science Consulting & Teyit.org, 
2020) was especially widespread in the early days of the pandemic when there was little scientific 
evidence available. Taken together with our findings, this suggests that engagement with fact-checking 
content may have been the highest when it was needed most. 

However, the increased engagement in the initial months of the pandemic did not necessarily 
translate into an increased engagement with non-coronavirus content (see Figure 4). This suggests we 
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need further research on why fact checkers cannot sustain user engagement, as well as interventions to 
sustain the increased engagement with fact-checking content. We explored whether spikes in user 
engagement were associated with the coronavirus in our next finding. 
 

 
Figure 3. Total engagement by users per month in 2019 and 2020. We measure user engagement to fact-checking as the sum 
of likes, retweets, quote tweets, and replies to all fact-checking content as well as the number of posts by users that included a 

URL to a fact-checking organization’s website. 

 
Finding 3: There is variation in the user engagement with fact-checking content across organizations, 
which can be explained by locally salient events. The content of fact-checking stories rather than the 
quantity drives engagement with the fact-checking content. 
 
A closer look at the country-level/regional trends revealed that engagement with fact-checking content 
increased with politically or socially salient events specific to the region/country or when certain false 
narratives became widespread without a particular reason. Some of the engagement spikes could also be 
driven by engagement with coronavirus-related stories but would not have been captured as such. This is 
because they may have been mislabeled as non-coronavirus-related if they did not contain a coronavirus-
related term from our list (see Table A1 in Appendix A) in the body of the tweet. To test the gravity of this 
limitation, we ran a robustness check, where we took a random sample of 500 tweets from our full dataset 
that were categorized as COVID and another random sample of 500 tweets that were categorized as non-
COVID and manually checked each of them. This revealed a 0% false-positive rate (non-coronavirus tweets 
labeled as coronavirus tweets) and a 20% false-negative rate (coronavirus tweets labeled as non-
coronavirus tweets), suggesting that our methodology captured a majority of the coronavirus-related fact-
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checking content.  
We took a closer look at some of the regions with increased engagement. In Turkey, we observed a 

significant increase in engagement with Teyit.org in July. This increase was driven by the debunking of the 
Wayfair child trafficking conspiracy theory (Spring, 2020), verification of the claim that the Ottoman 
Empire decriminalized homosexuality in 1858 long before Europe (Yılmaz, 2020), debunking of the claims 
that the Portrait of Mehmet II (Keskin, 2020) - which was bought and brought back to Turkey by the 
opposition-held Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality - was fake, and false rumors surrounding the 
conversion of Hagia Sophia Museum to a mosque (Korkmaz, 2020). Whereas the Wayfair child trafficking 
conspiracy dominated the online information ecosystem for several days and was a global phenomenon, 
others were directly related to the politicization of Ottoman history pertaining to the long-standing 
secular-religious cleavage and identity conflict in the country. Similarly, for Chequeado the spikes are 
driven by controversies surrounding statements made by president Alberto Fernández (Chequeado, 2020) 
and the speculation of Fraud in Argentina’s PASO elections (Domínguez et al., 2020). 

Moreover, the level of total engagement was oftentimes driven by one-off tweets, shared by either 
fact checkers or by influential Twitter accounts with a high following, rather than by individuals tweeting 
fact-checking content. For BOOM Live and AltNews, there were no salient events in particular that drove 
the spikes in user engagement; rather, these spikes were associated with one-off viral tweets. Our findings 
were confirmed by the patterns in per-post engagement: while total engagement seems to increase in 
certain months, Figure 5 shows that per-post engagement does not. This metric was obtained by dividing 
total engagement per month by the total number of posts by general users and fact checkers for the 
month.4 In line with our observation that the overall increase in users’ engagement is largely driven by 
one-off viral posts, per-post engagement decreased during the initial months of the pandemic (Figure 5). 
However, we choose to focus on total engagement as opposed to per-post engagement given our 
operationalization of the engagement metric.5  

Lastly, the trends in supply of fact-checking content (see Figures 1 and 2) and the trends in 
engagement with the fact-checking content (see Figures 3 and 4) are remarkably different from each 
other. Taken together with our qualitative inquiry mentioned above, this indicates that the content of the 
fact-checking stories rather than the quantity seems to drive user engagement with debunking efforts. 
The onset of the pandemic coincided with increased fact-checking activity overall, not just related to the 
coronavirus, but did not have a sustained or systematic impact on user engagement with fact-checking 
activity. Our next finding addresses how much of the user engagement was driven by engagement with 
coronavirus-related content. 
 

 
 
4 At the organization/year/month level. 
5 We have operationalized engagement as the sum of likes, retweets, quote tweets, replies on fact-checking tweets, and the number 

of posts by users on fact-checking. We choose total engagement over per-post engagement because we aren’t necessarily interested 

in seeing sustained engagement with each fact-checking post; rather, if we can observe increased engagement, even if with only a 

few posts, we know that more people have been exposed to fact checking and that fact checkers/governments/civil society 

organizations would need to devise ways to increase engagement across their posts. For instance, a tweet that gets 100 retweets 

will have a higher average engagement than two tweets that get 100 and 10 retweets each. (100 + 1 / = 101 vs 101 + 11 / 2 = 56). 

In this situation, the average engagement falls dramatically but total engagement increases (101 vs 112). Moreover, most of the 

engagement is driven by a few tweets as explained above in the text. Therefore, the decrease in the average engagement and increase 

in the total engagement may indicate that not only more people were engaged with few engagement-driving tweets but also many 

individual users with few followers that do not get much engagement from their followers also shared the fact-checking content.  
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Figure 4. Distribution of the user engagement with coronavirus related and non-coronavirus related content. The total 

engagement by users for COVID content included engagement with posts that included a URL to a fact-checking website and at 
least one of the keywords related to COVID. Engagement with non-COVID content included engagement with posts that included 

a URL to a fact-checking website, but no keywords related to COVID. 

 

 
Figure 5. Difference in per-post engagement by users between 2020 and 2019. Each data point represents the difference 

between 2020 and 2019 in per-post engagement for each month. Total engagement for a month was calculated by adding the 
total engagement for all fact-checking organizations. Per-post engagement for a month was calculated by dividing the total 

engagement for the month by the total number of posts (by users and fact checkers) for the month. 
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Finding 4: There is heterogeneity across fact-checking organizations in how much overall engagement 
with fact-checking content can be explained by engagement with coronavirus-related content. 
 

 
Figure 6. R-Squared Values for Association Between Total Engagement and COVID-Driven Engagement. R-Squared values 

show how much of change in total engagement on fact-checking content is predicted by changes in total engagement on 
COVID-related content. 

 
To examine how much of the month-to-month variance in fact-checking was associated with COVID-
related searches, we regressed the difference between periods in total user engagement on the 
difference in coronavirus-related engagement. The R2 value in the regression tells us how much of the 
overall engagement is associated with engagement with coronavirus-related debunking; that is, a high R2 

value indicates that coronavirus-related debunking is strongly associated with the engagement with fact-
checkers’ content. Figure 6 suggests the associations between coronavirus-related engagement and 
overall engagement fall into three broad categories. For some organizations, such as Africa Check and 
EUvsDisinfo, coronavirus-related content is strongly associated with engagement in 2020. For others, such 
as Turn Back Hoax and Sebernarnya, coronavirus-related engagement is significantly associated with 
overall engagement with fact-checking content. For Altnews, Teyit, Maldita, Liputan 6, and Agencia Lupa, 
coronavirus-related content was associated with 37-49% of the total engagement in 2020 while for others, 
such as Dogruluk Payi, Pesa Check, Falsoo, BOOM Live, Correctiv, and Chequeado, coronavirus content 
was not associated with engagement to fact-checking content. Several reasons could explain these 
differences. First, coronavirus-related content comprised over 40% of the content shared by Africa Check 
and EUvsDisinfo, the highest in our dataset. Second, Sebernaryna and Turn Back Hoax cover countries 
where coronavirus was the most salient event of the year, as opposed to Teyit and Dogruluk Payi (which 
cover Turkey) and Chequeado (which covers Argentina), both countries that had local, politically salient 
events, such as the conversion of the Hagia Sofia museum in Turkey and the speculation of fraud regarding 
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Argentina’s PASO primary elections respectively.  
 

Methods  
 
Did fact-checking organizations scale up efforts to debunk misinformation in 2020? Did debunking of 
coronavirus misinformation crowd out or substitute for other debunking efforts of fact-checking 
organizations? Did Twitter users engage more with fact-checking in 2020 than in previous years? To 
answer these questions, we used engagement metrics and tweet activity of 15 fact-checking organizations 
obtained using Twitter’s API. We chose the 15 organizations based on two criteria: (1) frequency of the 
organization’s occurrence in our coronavirus misinformation database (Shapiro et al. 2020) and (2) the 
amount of activity in 2019 and 2020 on its Twitter handle. Each of these organizations operates at either 
the regional level (e.g., Africa Check) or the local level (e.g., AltNews). Two of the organizations, Agencia 
Lupa and Liputan 6, are smaller bodies within larger news networks focused on fact-checking. 

Using Twitter’s research API, we collected data on several public engagement metrics (tweets by 
users, likes, quote tweets, replies, and retweets) as well as the number of tweets by an organization per 
month. We collected tweets from two sources: (1) fact-checking organizations’ tweets that contained the 
URL of the fact-checking website for the general query and added coronavirus-related terms (see Table 
A1 in Appendix A for the full list of terms) for tweets that specifically dealt with coronavirus related 
misinformation, and (2) users’ tweets which contained the URL of a fact-checking organization. We divided 
tweets of both types into those with and without terms related to debunking coronavirus misinformation. 
The Twitter activity of fact-checking organizations, or the “supply” of fact-checking activity, was measured 
through the number of tweets by a fact-checking organization every month. The “demand” for fact-
checking was quantified through the total engagement metric, which included likes, retweets, quote 
tweets, replies, and the number of tweets by users that contained a link to a fact-checking organization. 
We used a sum of these metrics (as opposed to just likes or retweets) because it allowed us to capture all 
the ways in which users engage with fact-checking content on Twitter. While it is possible that the same 
user may have liked and retweeted a single tweet, we were not trying to capture the number of users 
engaging with tweets; rather, we wanted to look at all possible methods of engagement (and the levels 
of engagement), and it can be argued that liking and retweeting a tweet indicates greater engagement 
with a post than only liking or only retweeting. However, to ensure that this total engagement metric was 
not biased or did not capture falsely inflated user engagement, we ran robustness checks by plotting our 
figures solely based on either likes or retweets (see Figures B2 and B3 in Appendix B). We found similar 
patterns in user engagement when looking at only likes and only retweets. 

Since some of the fact-checking organizations in our dataset were popular in non-English speaking 
regions, we augmented our search with region-specific terms for the coronavirus, such as those in Hindi, 
Arabic, and Turkish, among others. A list of these terms can be found in Table A1 in Appendix A. Overall, 
we use a set of terms related to the coronavirus in English and translate those into non-English languages 
as well as use locally relevant terms, as deemed appropriate by our team of local researchers, in non-
English languages. We used this full list comprising both English and non-English terms each time we 
queried COVID tweets on all fact-checking sites. This allowed us to capture tweets with terms that are 
both globally and locally salient. We selected these keywords based on input from 30 Research Assistants 
who have analyzed over 5,600 coronavirus-related misinformation narratives from over 80 countries since 
March 2020. 

We summed the engagement metrics to generate a variable for total engagement per organization 
per month. Using this total engagement variable, we conducted two statistical analyses: (1) a difference-
in-differences analysis to gauge changes in the scale of activity and a (2) predictive linear regression to 
gauge how engagement with coronavirus-related tweets was driving overall engagement. The overall 
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change in fact-checking activity of fact-checking organizations or user engagement with fact-checking 
content on Twitter associated with the pandemic can be quantified by means of a difference-in-
differences analysis. The idea is to compare the trends of the outcome variable of interest (Twitter 
engagement with fact-checking posts, in our case) before and after the starting month of the coronavirus 
pandemic, and between 2020 (the year in which the outbreak took place) and 2019 (a “control” year). As 
a robustness check, we ran the same analysis by specifying different months as the start of the pandemic, 
as well as including data points both for the whole year and until June. Website fixed effects were also 
included in order to eliminate organization-specific factors that might confound our estimates. In the 
predictive models, we first used differences and employed the change in the coronavirus engagement to 
predict the change in overall engagement in 2020. We also conducted a difference-in-differences analysis, 
the results of which can be found in Tables A2, A3, and A4 in Appendix A. These metrics and analyses are 
an imperfect but useful proxy to compare fact-checking activities before and after the pandemic. 
However, they are not without their limitations.  

Our approach towards capturing tweets about coronavirus (i.e., tweets containing at least a 
coronavirus-related term and a URL that links to a fact-checking website in our study sample) could miss 
tweets about coronavirus if the body of the tweet did not consist of at least one coronavirus-related term 
from our list. Similarly, keyword-based matching could capture noisy data and label it as being about 
coronavirus. In order to test the gravity of this limitation, we took a random sample of 500 tweets from 
our full dataset that were categorized as COVID and another random sample of 500 tweets that were 
categorized as non-COVID and manually checked each of them.  

For the sample containing COVID terms, the true positive rate is 100% (i.e., all COVID labeled tweets 
were accurately categorized as being about COVID and the false-positive rate is 0%). However, 20% of the 
data in the sample of non-COVID tweets were mislabeled as being not about COVID when they, in fact, 
were (i.e., the false-negative rate was 20%). Therefore, while we acknowledge that our methodology 
underestimates the number of tweets about COVID, we have confidence that it captures significant data 
for most, if not all, websites. 

Additionally, although evidence of interaction or engagement with fact-checking content on social 
media is not proof of changing public opinion on accuracy of information, it still sheds light on the scale 
of fact-checking activity as well as the trends in user engagement. Aside from running surveys or 
controlled experiments to see how many people engage with fact-checking or how debunking changes 
public opinions, the social media engagement metrics are particularly useful in understanding the level of 
interaction between the suppliers (fact checkers) and the consumers (social media users). We are able to 
assess how the scale and composition of fact-checking activity changes over time by looking at social 
media activity of fact-checking organizations.  

Lastly, our methodology prevents us from discussing how widespread engagement with fact-checking 
of coronavirus-related content is relative to all the content associated with coronavirus on Twitter. While 
this limitation prevents us from commenting on how relevant fact-checking is in the broader context of 
misinformation-prone events, it creates an opportunity for further empirical work in this direction, using 
either coronavirus or any other globally/locally salient event as a case study. 
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Appendix A: Tables 
 

Table A1. List of coronavirus-related terms used in analysis. 

 
coronavirus, corona, koronavirus, wuhancoronavirus, kungflu, n95, covid-19, corona virus, 
covid19, sars-cov-2, covd, pandemic, coronapocalypse, chinese virus, chinavirus, cronvirus, 
virus, وس كورونا ,كوفيد  ,اصاب ,حظر تجول   ,حظر تجو ال  ,لقاح  ,وباء  ,كوفيد-١٩  ,كورونا ,وباء كورونا ,فير

Korona, koronavirüs, aşı, mutasyon, virusi vya corona, कोविड, कोरोना , कोरोना िाइरस, कोभिड,  

चीनी िाइरस , चचन िाइरस , कोभिड-19 

 

 
Table A2. Difference-in-differences analyses – Engagement. 
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Table A3. Difference-in-differences analyses – Posts. 
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Table A4. Difference-in-differences analyses - Per-post engagement. 
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Appendix B: Figures 
 

 
Figure B1. Difference in total engagement by users. The difference in total engagement by users was calculated by subtracting 

total engagement by users in 2019 from the total engagement by users in 2020. 
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Robustness checks for engagement metric 
 

 
Figure B2. Distribution of userlLikes on fact-checking content. The user engagement measured as likes on fact-checking content 

in 2019 and 2020 is shown as a time series.  
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Figure B3.  Distribution of user retweets of fact-checking content. The user engagement measured as retweets of fact-checking 

content in 2019 and 2020 is shown as a time series. 
 

 
Figure B4. Difference in total engagement by users between 2020 and 2019. Each data point represents the difference 

between 2020 and 2019 in total engagement for each month. Total engagement for a month was calculated by adding the total 
engagement for all fact-checking organizations. 
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Figure B5. Difference in total posts by fact-checkers between 2020 and 2019. Each data point represents the difference 

between 2020 and 2019 in total posts by fact-checkers for each month. Total posts for a month are calculated by adding the 
total posts by all fact-checking organizations in a month. 
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